HEADSETS

ASA AIRCLASSICS HS-1 HEADSET
WITH FLEX BOOM
HS-1A Headset features: Earcups of high-density acoustic foam, High fidelity speakers, Electret, noise-canceling microphone, Gold-plated microphone and headphone plugs, 89dB, high-strand wire, Stereo/mono capability. Large, dual controls, Microphone muff, Adjustable headband with easy thumb screws, Quality foam ear seals and light weight, Low frequency noise cancellation. Ear cups are easily removed to accommodate eyeglasses. Earcup inserts included for extra comfort. When unplugged, the ANR is ON, low frequency noise cancellation improves by an additional 18-24 dB. Auto Power On and Off when the unit is either unplugged or when your intercom turns on. Standard Earcup inserts $199.00, Helicopter insertion set $166.00.

AVCOMM AC-260 PNR™ HEADSET
Features: AVCOMM’s exclusive PNR™ audio technology, Full spectrum stereo response, Each ear cup features an independent volume control, Ultra-light Neoymium speakers, Lighter weight for added comfort, Higher noise attenuation, Acoustic mic muff included, Full 5 yr factory warranty.

AVCOMM AC454 P/NR STEREO HEADSET
Features: AvComm’s exclusive PNR™ technology and “plug and fly” design, Converts from general aviation to helicopter use (both cables included), Full flex boom, Ultra-lite Neoymium speakers, Each ear cup features an independent volume control, M-65 microphone with active filtering chip, Deluxe Comfort Package incl., 5 yr factory warranty.

AVCOMM AC747 P/NR CONVERTIBLE HEADSET
Features: Exclusive PNR™ technology and “plug and fly” design, Converts from general aviation to helicopter use (both cables included), Full flex boom, Ultra-lite Neoymium speakers, Each ear cup features an independent volume control, M-65 microphone with active filtering chip, Deluxe Comfort Package incl., 5 yr factory warranty.

AVCOMM AC200 P/NR HEADSET

AVCOMM ACCESSORIES

CRAZEDPILOT CP-1 PASSIVE HEADSET
This most COST EFFECTIVE yet COMFORTABLE aviation headset on the market this CRAZEDPilot CP-1 headset is worth every dime for student pilots or that spare headset you require. Fully flexible mic boom like the expensive competitors, stereo headset with integrated volume control knob. Includes quality memory foam ear seals and headpad for those longer flights. With 24dB of Passive Noise attenuation and high-fidelity speakers, this headset is IDENTICAL in performance to David Clark, but without the price tag. The steel construction flexible mic boom and adjustable headband will last a lifetime. The molded two-plug aviation cable will last a lifetime with its integrated strain reduction. Get your CRAZEDPilot CP-1 today, you won’t regret the purchase.

Features: Flexible mic boom, Memory foam ear seals and headpad, Stereo Headset, 24dB Passive Noise Reduction, Electret Noise Cancelling Microphone, One year warranty.

AVCOMM ACCESSORIES

CRAZEDPILOT CP-1 ANR HEADSET
The CRAZEDPilot CP-1ANR is the most aggressively priced ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING HEADSET on the market today. Amazing performance comparable to Bose and Lightspeed, but for a literal fraction of the price!

Features: Great active noise cancelling level, average 20dB, One 9 volt battery working time up to 48 hours but much better than David Clark 25 hours, AUX jack for Cell phone or laptop (iPhone adapter included), Get ear seals and cloth ear covers included extra comfort! When the ANR is ON, low frequency noise cancellation improves by an additional 18-24 dB.

CRAZEDPILOT CP-1 ANR HEADSET
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